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Key messages
1. Our baseload power strategy has
made coal our dominant power
source, thus exposing our
generation mix to its difficulty in
adjusting to typical variations in
our load profile.
• The long-term impact
is “intermittent” reliability and
lower efficiency.
• Our centralized power system
design magnifies the risk so that a
few coal power plant failures can
result in the rotating blackouts we
now have.

2. On the other hand the cheapest
and quickest to deploy power
options are solar and wind.
• Their “variable” generation can be
predicted and be supplemented
with flexible generation capacity in
the grid.
• Unlike coal and gas power plants,
solar and wind power plants do not
have automatic pass-through of fuel
costs that make actual coal and gas
power costs much higher than their
ERC-approved base rates.
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What caused the rotating blackouts
in Metro Manila?
Direct primary cause is the actual outages of coal power plants
ACTUAL FORCED OUTAGES

ACTUAL EXTENDED OUTAGES

• May 31, 2021
 GN Power Mariveles Unit 1 “boiler tube
leak” 316 MW out until July 28
 Sem-Calaca Unit 2 “generator stator earth
fault” 300 MW out until July 1
• June 1, 2021: GN Power Mariveles Unit 2
“boiler tube leak” 315 MW out until Jun 7
• June 2, 2021: Pagbilao Unit 2 “boiler tube leak”
382 MW out until June 6

• May 31, 2021: Sual Unit 2 “pressure control
valve of gland steam” 647 MW out until 3rd
week of June
• Largest power plant in the Luzon Grid

Assuming GMEC Unit 2 & Pagbilao 2 are
back online, there are still 1,263 MW of
coal power plants on forced/extended
outages

What caused the rotating blackouts
in Metro Manila?
Direct secondary causes are gas supply restriction and lack of A/S
• KEPCO Ilijan Gas Power Plant
 Dependable Capacity = 1,200 MW
 Declared Available Capacity = 716 MW
 Derated Capacity = 484 MW or 40%
 Reason for derating: Malampaya Gas
Restriction
o Please note that Malampaya service
contract expires in 2024

• Lack of Ancillary Services (A/S) contracted by
the System Operator NGCP

Assuming 1,263 MW of coal power
plants on forced/extended outages,
the additional 484 MW derating
brings the total unavailable capacity to
1,747 MW

Summer Brownouts are not rare
Understanding theproblem
• The 2nd quarter is the time when
the annual peak demand occurs.
• Hydro power plant generation is normally
lowest during the 2nd quarter.
• The timing of the Malampaya annual
gas shutdown is meant to enable gas
availability during summer. Note that
DOE now reports 40% “Malampaya gas
restriction”.

• Coal power plant forced outages:

Boiler tube leaks and generatorfailures
 “Cycling operation”, i.e. varying loading,
instead of true baseload operation, leads to
high thermal and other physical stresses on
the coal powerplant.
 Is there a correlation of the use of low rank
coal with their more corrosive ash that
contributes to boiler tube leaks?

Info for the Long-Term Approach
Better Power Capacity Expansion Planning and Utility Power Procurement
• Solar is the least-cost power supply
option per NREB & UP/MAP studies
 Has maximum generation during the
2nd quarter
 Fastest to deploy
 Floating Solar is being developed to
address land availability.

• Oﬀshore Wind oﬀers much higher capacity factors
than land-based Wind: over 50% versus 25~30%
• Biomass and Hydro provide distributed generation
potential that reduces transmission cost, adds
resilience and supports local economic development
• Battery Energy Storage cost reduction trend is even
faster than solar PV
• Flexible power plants such as simple cycle gas power
plants can add generation to address short-term
demand-supply imbalances

Solutions
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Immediate
Regulatory agencies

End users

Assist power producers in securing visas for foreign service
technicians
Impose penalties on power producers which have exceeded
allowable outages
Study secondary cap increase
Impose voluntary load curtailments on heavy power users
Institute the harmonized Competitive Selection Process
based on fixed costs for all technologies by 4th Quarter
of this year

Load shifting – Minimize consumption during peak demand
period and shift operation to low demand period
Load curtailment – turn off non-vital, high-power
equipment and appliances; set air conditioning
temperatures to 22 degrees Celsius or higher
Equipment startup – do not start equipment at the same
time to prevent abrupt high demand loads
Supply augmentation – operate gensets and other power
generating equipment for own use

Power producers

Distribution utilities / electric cooperatives

Complete repair of power plants and bring them back
online asap

Intensify Time of Use campaign among customers
Advise heavy users on how to reduce consumption

Medium term
Regulatory agencies

End users

Power supply

Solar rooftops – Install for residential and commercial
establishments
Demand side management

•

•
•

Fast track solar and wind plant construction with service contracts through
CREZ auctions
Allow direct power contacting between power producers and contestable
customers
Immediate implementation of NREP, RPS, GEOP, GEAP, REM, and other
pending mechanisms

Retail competition and open access – fully implement immediately
Transmission network (NGCP)
•
•

•
•
•

Invest in energy efficient appliance sand equipment
Install intelligent power management systems
Peak shaving using solar power and batteries

Ensure completion of Mindanao-Visayas Interconnection Project and other
delayed projects within the year
Ensure projects start and are completed on time

Ancillary services – allow NGCP to enter into service agreements
with plants under or proposed for construction

Power producers

Distribution utilities / electric cooperatives

Smart Grid – install smart meters, sensors, and instrumentation for
Solar projects – must be completed by 2022 to avert power crisis
effective power load balancing
Committed projects – proceed with construction to meet scheduled
Solar rooftops – remove fees, streamline requirements, remove
completion dates
impediments, supply smart meters upon installation
PPAs – provide for secure supplies to meet higher demand, e.g.
summertime

Long Term
Regulatory agencies

End users

Develop a resilient, flexible, and connected grid by moving
away from the traditional centralized power system
Design electricity markets to incentivize systems to provide
flexibility
Allow for lower minimum generation levels to accommodate
high variable RE generation and/or low load periods

End-users as Prosumers
All consumers as contestable customers able to choose their
electricity suppliers
Active participation in demand side management

Distribution utilities / electric cooperatives

Power producers

Full conversion to Smart Grid System
• The distribution grid will be self-diagnosing and selfhealing
• Distributed generation will open the grid for more twoway flows of electricity
Develop a small island and isolated system resilience plans
and financial support

Retrofit coal plants for lower emission and flexible generation,

including improved contracting arrangements
Consider using pumped hydropower optimized to flexibility
needs
Upgrade hydropower plants to be able to serve both lower loads
and higher peaks; replace equipment to increase efficiency,
improve reliability, and provide greater flexibility and reduce
operating costs

“No Regrets” Power Strategy

Electric Power Research Institute

Reaction
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Reflections
1. Renewables are the best choice amid not just the power outages
but also the pandemic.
• The energy transition can help us reboot the economy, entice investments, create jobs,
and ensure energy security

2. Flexible generation is both an immediate and long-term solution
• Variable renewable energy is affordable, reliable, secure

• Inflexible generation, mainly coal, is the complete opposite

3. Covid and now the power outages have further emphasized the
dangers of the country's reliance on coal, as well as diesel

Thank you!
For questions and inquiries,
you may contact us at info@icsc.ngo.
Or follow us through our social media accounts:
icsc.ngo

www.icsc.ngo

@icsc_ph

icsc-ph
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KEY MESSAGES
1. Renewables are the best choice amid not just the power outages but also the pandemic.
• The energy transition can help us reboot the economy, entice investments, create jobs, and ensure energy security
2. Flexible generation is both an immediate and long-term solution
• Variable renewable energy is affordable, reliable, secure
• Inflexible generation, mainly coal, is the complete opposite
3. Covid and now the power outages have further emphasized the dangers of the country's reliance on coal, as well as diesel

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Our baseload power strategy has made coal our dominant power source, exposing our generation mix to its difficulty in
adjusting to typical variations in our load profile.
The cheapest and quickest to deploy power options are solar and wind.
Actual outages of coal power plants are the direct primary cause of rotating black outs in Metro Manila
o Existence of actual forced and extended outages (end of May to early June)
Direct secondary causes are gas supply restriction and lack of ancillary services
Better power capacity expansion planning and utility power procurement is needed in the long-term
o Solar is the least-cost power supply option per
o Oﬀshore Wind oﬀers much higher capacity factors compared to on-shore wind
o Biomass and Hydro can reduce transmission cost, add resilience and support local economic development
o Cost of battery energy storage is declining faster than solar PV
o Flexible power plants can add generation to address short-term demand-supply imbalances
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flexible power and long-term solutions to avert the power crisis

SOLUTIONS
Regulatory
agencies

Power
producers

Immediate

Medium term

Long term

1. Assist power producers in securing
visas for foreign service technicians
2. Impose penalties on power
producers which have exceeded
allowable outages
3. Study secondary cap increase
4. Impose voluntary load curtailments
on heavy power users
5. Institute the harmonized
Competitive Selection Process
based on fixed costs for all
technologies by 4th Quarter of this
year

1. Power supply
• Fast track solar and wind plant
construction with service
contracts through CREZ
auctions
• Allow direct power contracting
between power producers and
contestable customers
• Immediate implementation of
NREP, RPS, GEOP, GEAP, REM,
and other pending mechanisms
2. Retail competition and open
access – fully implement by 2022
3. Transmission network (NGCP)
• Ensure completion of delayed
projects within the year
• Ensure projects start and are
completed on time
4. Ancillary services – allow NGCP to
enter into service agreements with
plants under or proposed for
construction
1. Solar projects – must be
completed by 2022 to avert power
crisis
2. Committed projects – proceed
with construction to meet
scheduled completion dates

Develop a resilient, flexible, and
connected grid by moving away from
the traditional centralized power
system approach
1. Design electricity markets to
incentivize systems to provide
flexibility
2. Mandate lower minimum
generation levels for power plants
to accommodate high variable RE
generation and/or low load
periods
3. Mandate rapid completion of the
Mindanao-Visayas
Interconnection Project

1. Complete repair of power
plants and bring them back
online asap
2. Improve system reliability and
reduce system losses

1. Retrofit coal plants for lower
emissions and flexible generation
2. Consider using pumped
hydropower to optimize supply
flexibility
3. Upgrade hydropower plants to be
able to serve both lower loads
and higher peaks; replace
equipment to increase efficiency,
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Distribution
utilities /
Electric
cooperatives

1. Intensify Time of Use campaign
among customers
2. Advise heavy users on how to
reduce consumption

End users

1. Load shifting – Minimize
consumption during peak demand
period and shift operation to low
demand period
2. Load curtailment – turn off nonvital, high-power equipment and
appliances; set air conditioning
temperatures to 22 degrees Celsius
or higher
3. Equipment startup – do not start
equipment at the same time to
prevent abrupt high demand loads
4. Supply augmentation – operate
gensets and other power
generating equipment for own use

1. Smart Grid – install smart meters,
sensors, and instrumentation for
effective power load balancing
2. Solar rooftops – remove fees,
streamline requirements, remove
impediments, supply smart meters
upon installation
3. PPAs – provide for secure supplies
to meet higher demand, e.g.
summertime
1. Solar rooftops – Install for
residential and commercial
establishments
2. Demand side management
• Invest in energy efficient
appliance sand equipment
• Install intelligent power
management systems
• Peak shaving using solar power
and batteries

improve reliability, and provide
greater flexibility and reduce
operating costs
Full conversion to Smart Grid System
•
•

The distribution grid will be
self-diagnosing and self-healing
Distributed generation will
open the grid for more twoway flows of electricity.

1. End-users as Prosumer
2. All consumers as contestable
customers able to choose their
electricity suppliers
3. Active participation in demand
side management

For questions and inquiries, you may contact us at info@icsc.ngo.
Or follow us through our social media accounts:
icsc.ngo

@icsc_ph

icsc-ph

www.icsc.ngo
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